
TURN TRADITIONAL 

GLASS CLOCHES  

INTO beautiful,
functional,
fabulous  

DÉCOR IN A SNAP. 

Our cloches can showcase 
anything seasonal...from a 

treasured collection of vintage 
ornaments to a beautiful 

assortment of hand-dyed eggs.

under the glass dome
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free

cloche/kloSH/

Noun: 

    1. A small translucent cover for 

protecting or forcing outdoor plants.

-
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courting cottontailsTwo bunnies under a classic cloche jar? They must be in 
love! These cuties are holding court on a foam round, 

covered with moss and dotted with handmade paper 
flowers. We made the muslin banner—it features  hand-embroidered lettering, a painted  wooden heart and a paper  rose.  Dollhouse Park Bench:  Craft Department. 
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good egg 

It’s okay to put all your eggs 

in one cloche—don’t worry, 

we asked. First, make them 

bunny-worthy with acrylic paint 

and crackle medium. This springy 

display also features willow branches 

that were soaked in water to make 

them flexible enough to fit in the jar. 

Ceramic Eggs: Craft Department, 

Cake Stand: Home Accents 

Department, Striped Ribbon: 

Fabric Department. 



« constitutional 
cloche The details are 
the hero of this all-American 
display, starting with the hand 
painted base. Use painter’s 
tape to keep your stripes 
straight, and use a stencil for 
the stars. Then add flag-waving 
accessories. Eagle Medallion: 
Frame Department, Constitution 
Replica: Hobby Department.
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free  
spirit 

Put your patriotic spirit on parade with a stack of miniature monograms. These resin letters come in  black, but we shined them up with silver acrylic  paint. Then we adhered them to the  pre-embellished base (and to  
each other) with hot glue.  

Monograms: Home 
 Accents Department.
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what a hoot 

You’re a fool for fall, and we can’t say we blame you. That’s  

why we suggest tucking your favorite signs of the season under 

the dome. First, make a pedestal with floral foam and natural 

moss. Then embellish it with autumnal florals like berries, wheat 

heads and feather picks. And don’t forget a fallish focal point— 

a cast iron owl, perhaps? Owl: Home Accents Department.
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under a spell Shivers go chic under  
this spellbinding cloche. You can pull together a similar 
display with a handful of well-chosen knickknacks. Fill 
apothecary jars with beads or glitter, and label them with 
handmade tags. Then make a set of paper monogrammed 
pinwheels, and mount them on a ribbon-wrapped dowel. 
Finally, try rounding things out with a spooky figurine. 
Apothecary Jars: Craft Department.
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little man 
This winter wonderland cloche 

is a great place to display a 

treasured Christmas  

collectible. For the snow, use 

decoupage medium to adhere 

fine grain Epsom salt to the top 

of the dome and to the base—

you may need several coats for 

solid coverage. Now, finish the 

look with basic white cording 

and a holiday berry spray. 

Cording: Fabric Department



good as gold
Give your hand-painted cloche base some holiday glow with clear jewelry resin. It dries to a pretty sheen and 
it protects your paint job from wear and water. When the finish has cured according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions, glue on coordinating Christmas ribbon. Then adhere the finished piece to a stately candleholder 
for display. Jewelry Resin: Craft Department. Candleholder: Home Accents Department.
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«   fine feathers  
No gilded cage for this bright 
Christmas birdie. He’s made his 
home in a beautiful hand-painted 
cloche. The dome is embellished 
with enamel craft paint—we 
brushed crackle medium onto the 
design for antique appeal. Tip: To 
make a perch for your bird, drill a 
small hole in the wooden cloche base 
to accommodate a greenery stem.



see the light Dress up a basic  
cloche with a string of lights and some  

off-the-shelf Christmas décor. There’s no  
wrong way to approach this look— 

just bunch the lights on a cake  
stand, and glue an ornament to the  

top of the mound. Now place the  
cloche over the entire arrangement,  

and surround it with the  
greenery and  

embellishments  
of your choice.  

Mini Lights:  Sold  
year-round in the  

Card and Party  
Department.
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snow day 
To make a miniature mountain view, stack 

squares of floral foam and carve them 
to the desired shape. Now cover your 

handiwork with miniature evergreens—
we painted them silver and dusted them 
with glitter. Add some baby’s breath for 

interest, and finish with tiny wildlife 
(painted to coordinate). Cake Base: 

Wedding Department, Mirror Candle 
Plate: Candle Department, Snowflake 

Stickers: Scrapbooking Department.
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DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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